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argin loans have long been associated in the popular mind with
instability in security markets. Galbraith (1954) placed them at
the center of the 1929 Crash, arguing that heavy borrowing from
brokers exacerbated the rise in stock prices in the late 1920s and the stock
price declines during the Crash. More recently, the analyses of the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (1988) and of the Presidential Task
Force on Market Mechanisms (Brady et al. 1988) gave low margin requirements (albeit in futures markets) a prominent place in the pantheon of
reasons for the 1987 break. And even more recently the historically high
margin loans outstanding in March 2000 led to congressional hearings on
margin lending (U.S. Congress 2000) and to calls by some for a more
active margin policy at the Federal Reserve (Shiller 2000).
The mechanism by which margin loans are popularly believed to
increase stock price variability was described by Bogen and Krooss (1960)
as “pyramiding and anti-pyramiding.”1 Because security credit is cheaper
than the cost of investor equity, access to brokers’ loans stimulates the
demand for stocks, inducing price increases that provide the additional
equity that is the foundation of further borrowing to finance additional
stock purchases. During this period of pyramiding, stock prices are
pushed above intrinsic values. A subsequent reversal of stock prices leads
to depyramiding as price declines induce brokers to issue margin calls.
Forced sales of stocks further depress prices, inducing additional sales
and sending prices to a level below intrinsic values. The amplitude of
cycles in stock prices is thereby increased, with a potential for particularly
severe price declines.
The purpose of this study is to review, and to add to, the evidence on
the relationship between margin requirements, margin lending, and the
variability of common stock prices. This study differs in several ways
from previous studies. Most of the studies reviewed below focus on the
relationship between changes in the Federal Reserve System’s initial margin requirements (“Fed margins”) and the returns on a stock price index,
typically the Standard & Poor’s index of 500 common stocks (S&P 500),

between 1934 and 1974, when an active margin policy
prevailed. In contrast, the present study examines the
linkage between the level of margin debt and stock
returns for both the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ
Composite index (NASDAQ) during the period 1975
to 2001, when no changes in Fed margins occurred.

This study examines the linkage
between the level of margin debt and
stock returns for the S&P 500
and NASDAQ during the period
1975 to 2001.
Thus, we focus on a more recent period, we address
the possibility of a different margin loan–stock return
connection for the highly volatile NASDAQ than for
the more sedate S&P 500, and we focus on the usual
suspect in the pyramiding story (the actual level of
margin loans), rather than on the tool that might limit
margin loans. After all, if the suspect is innocent we do
not need the tool!
The first section considers the potential influence
of margin debt from the vantage of economic theory.
We show that margin requirements, if effective, should
induce leverage-seeking investors to choose riskier
portfolios, thereby obtaining risk through methods not
requiring margin loans. We also discuss a number of
criticisms of the pyramiding/depyramiding hypothesis that argue that margin debt plays little, if any, role
in shaping stock price dynamics.
The second section reviews the existing empirical
evidence on the relationship between Fed margin
requirements and stock prices. We show that while a
number of studies find that Fed margins are inversely
associated with stock price variability, as predicted by
proponents of an active policy, other studies find
either no relationship or a positive relationship in
which higher Fed requirements are associated with
more variability. Furthermore, those studies that do
find a statistically significant relationship do not necessarily establish that the relationship is economically
significant, that is, that an active margin policy would
be a useful tool. Nor do they determine the direction of
1
Garbade (1982) substituted the by-now-familiar term
“depyramiding.”
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causality underlying the relationship: Fed margin
requirements and margin loans might affect stock
prices, but stock prices might also affect margin loans
and, through the Fed’s reaction function, Fed margin
requirements. These studies also do not discriminate
between two possible routes of margin policy efficacy:
the direct effects, operating through a change in the
investment opportunities available to investors, and
an indirect effect operating through changes in
investors’ expectations arising from the “announcement effects” of changes in Fed margin requirements.
This distinction is important because if announcement
effects are the only avenue, they can be achieved in
ways other than limitations on investors’ borrowing
opportunities.
The third section describes some of the stylized
facts of stock returns and formulates a model of the
distribution of stock prices, called a “jump diffusion”
model. This postulates that changes in stock prices can
be decomposed into two sources: normal variations
that conform to a simple diffusion process, and jump
variations that arise from infrequent shocks to investor
expectations. These jumps have a random effect on
stock returns and the size of each jump is normally distributed, with a mean and standard deviation that can
be directly estimated. We also postulate that the mean
jump size is a function of variables describing recent
stock price movements as well as of margin-related
variables.
The fourth section reports the results of estimating the jump diffusion model’s parameters. We find
that the amount of margin loans outstanding does
have a statistically significant effect on stock returns in
the subsequent month, and that this effect is far
stronger, in both size and significance, for the NASDAQ than for the S&P 500. We speculate that earlier
studies based on a stock price index might have had
difficulty finding a statistically significant effect
because they typically used the S&P 500, which is composed of less volatile stocks where margin loans are
less important. We also find that higher levels of margin loans are associated with larger price increases following a “bull run” (three consecutive months of
index increases), and with larger price decreases following a “bear run.” Thus, a high level of margin loans
indicates upward pressure in rising markets and
downward pressure in falling markets. This is consistent with the pyramiding/depyramiding hypothesis.
In spite of the finding of statistical significance,
particularly for the NASDAQ, the evidence for economic significance is weak. An examination of the contribution of margin loans to the volatility of stock
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returns shows that the S&P 500 was affected very little.
However, the NASDAQ’s volatility was more sensitive to the level of margin loans: While margin loans
normally moved NASDAQ stock return volatility by
less than 2 percent of its average level, the period since
January 2000 showed margin-related volatility as
much as 7 percent above its normal level. Thus, while
margin loans have long been related to NASDAQ
return volatility, the most important effects have
occurred within the last two years.
While our results suggest that the amount of margin loans outstanding is directly related to volatility,
and that this is a statistically significant relationship,
the practical value of an active margin loan policy is
limited. We find that there is little “bang-per-buck” in
margin loan changes. A one-standard-deviation reduction in the margin loan ratio (the ratio of margin loans
to stock market capitalization), from the mean of about
1.25 percent to 1.00 percent, will have a negligible
effect on the S&P 500’s volatility. The same reduction
will reduce the NASDAQ Composite’s volatility by, at
most, about 1.8 percent of its initial level (say, from the
mean monthly volatility of 6.42 percent to 6.30 percent). A 0.25-percentage-point reduction in the average
margin ratio is a large change, and Fed margin requirements must have a very substantial effect on total margin debt in order for even this mild result to occur. An
active policy would require very large changes in margin requirements in order to have an economically significant effect.
An important caveat must be recognized. Like all
other studies, this study does not allow us to conclude
that changes in margin lending cause changes in
volatility. There are a variety of ways that volatility
might cause changes in margin loans. For example,
traders using margin debt might be more active in
high-volatility periods. To compound this difficulty,
margin loans and volatility might have no causal connection, but an illusion of a connection is created
because each responds to other variables, inducing a
spurious correlation. All we can really say is that this
study finds that the level of margin debt is an indicator, not necessarily a cause, of future volatility.

ments would discourage the redirection of credit from
business uses to speculative activity, they would protect investors and brokers from the risks posed by
excessive leverage, and they would contribute to the
stability of stock prices by intervening in the pyramiding/depyramiding process. The theoretical literature
has focused on the last two goals. Some studies assess
the efficacy of margin requirements in protecting
investors, leaving open the question of market stability; others have focused on the stabilization objective,
with no brief for the issue of investor protection.
While pyramiding and depyramiding capture the
popular view of the destabilizing effects of margin
loans, economic theory is more equivocal. In this section we discuss a number of reasons why the Fed margin requirements set under Regulations T, U, and X
might or might not play a role in stabilizing the U.S.
stock market.
Margin Requirements in an Efficient Market
The point of departure is an overview of the role
of margin requirements in an efficient market, that is,
when security prices accurately reflect available information about the future. Figure 1 represents a single
investor’s opportunities in an efficient market.2 The
red line is the well-known Efficient Frontier, showing
the combinations of expected return () and volatility
() provided by investments in risky securities. In the
absence of margin requirements, an investor will
choose any mixture of a riskless security (“cash”),

I. Should Margin Lending Matter?
The Theory
The debate surrounding the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 focused on three goals. Margin require2

I am grateful to Richard W. Kopcke for suggesting this figure.
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earning interest rate R, and portfolio M on the efficient
frontier. He can then achieve any point along the
straight line RMA’; no opportunities to enjoy higher
return for each risk level are possible. Should his preferences lead him to a point on the line segment MA’ he
will invest all of his net worth in portfolio M, hold no
cash, and borrow at the rate R, investing all the borrowed funds in additional units of M; he will have a
leveraged portfolio. The further northeast he chooses
to be, the more margin loans he will have relative to
the securities held.
Suppose that margin requirements are imposed
and that the investor must maintain equity no less
than a set fraction of the securities he holds. Let point
A represent the mean return–volatility combination at
which our previously unfettered customer just meets
the margin requirement. Any point on the segment
AA’ is now unavailable. If our investor had previously
chosen a point on the segment MA the imposition of
margin requirements would not affect his choice. But if
he had chosen a now-unavailable point on AA’ he will
have to choose a new portfolio.
The best he can do if he still wants a leveraged
investment in M is to choose point A. However, the
imposition of a margin requirement will have changed
the investor’s choice of risky securities because he
wants more risk and return than point A allows. The
only way that a leverage-seeking investor can achieve
more return (and more risk) than allowed by point A is
to choose a riskier portfolio of securities. For example,
if he chooses to invest in the efficient portfolio at point
M’ he can achieve any position on the line RM’B,
where point B shows the return–risk position that just
meets the new margin requirement. He will invest all
of his net worth in portfolio M’, borrow the maximum
amount allowed and invest that in point M’, and end
up at point B. If he has an even greater taste for risk, he
might choose portfolio M’’, then borrow the maximum
allowed to get to point C.
The imposition of margin requirements has dramatically altered the opportunities available to a
leverage-hungry investor. His opportunities no longer
lie on the straight line RMA’. Rather, the opportunity
locus for a fully margined investor is now the concave
line RMABC. Investors who were initially margin–
constrained but who end up not fully margined will
choose a point between RMABC and the Efficient
Frontier. The only investors affected by the introduction of margin requirements will be those for whom,
at their initial position, the margin requirement is
binding. These investors may or may not borrow as
much as margin regulations allow, but they will
6
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choose to place their at-risk money into portfolios
with higher volatility.
The main points are that margin requirements
will affect the decisions of only a subset of investors,
those for whom the requirements are binding, and
that those investors will elect to shift their portfolios

Margin requirements will affect the
decisions of only the subset of
investors for whom the requirements
are binding, and they will shift their
portfolios toward securities with
a higher level of risk.
toward securities with a higher level of risk. We shall
see below that our econometric results show that the
NASDAQ Composite is considerably more affected by
margin lending than is the S&P 500. This is predicted
by the above analysis because the NASDAQ has higher volatility and is, therefore, likely to be more representative of the portfolios of investors who seek leverage and use margin loans to achieve it.
Substitution between Margin Loans and Other Debt
One of the most common arguments against the
efficacy of margin policy is that margin and nonmargin debt are close substitutes. Mortgage debt and
home equity loans can be used to purchase common
stocks at interest rates, and with tax treatment, similar
to those on margin loans. If an investor views margin
debt as a close substitute for other forms of debt,
changes in margin requirements will shift the type of
debt used to finance stock purchases without changing
the investor’s total debt. The investor’s leverage will
be unchanged but altered in form. The risks faced, and
the risk exposure of creditors, will be unchanged.
Little will be changed but the name of the paper.
Potential substitution between personal debt and
corporate debt reinforces this argument. Goldberg
(1985) proposes that if an increase in margin requirements discourages investors from borrowing to buy
stocks, interest rates will fall and corporations will
have an incentive to increase the debt in their capital
structures. In the extreme form of this argument, the
New England Economic Review

net effect will be that interest rates will stay at the original level, and investors will face the same overall
leverage as at the outset (with more corporate debt
owed but less personal debt). Because investors have
the same leverage and face the same interest rates,
they will face the same market risks.
The existence of close substitutes for margin loans
weakens the efficacy of margin requirements as a tool
to affect the risk faced by investors and by the financial
system. However, while these arguments suggest that

The existence of close substitutes for
margin loans weakens the efficacy
of margin requirements as a tool to
affect the risk faced by investors and
by the financial system.
initial margin requirements may be unsuccessful in
protecting investors from the risks of leverage, they do
not necessarily suggest that initial margin requirements are irrelevant to the stability of stock prices. The
arguments are based on a competitive equilibrium in
efficient markets. They do not address the implications
of margin debt for the tails of the distribution of stock
returns. For example, suppose that higher margin
requirements induce a shift from margin debt to nonmargin debt (or from margin debt to corporate debt).
The former is callable while the latter (home equity
loans, corporate bonds) typically has a fixed term.
During a market downturn, less margin debt might
mean smaller margin calls, so higher initial margins
might contribute to market stability under extreme
conditions, by inducing less use of callable debt, while
it has no effect under normal conditions.
The Growth of Derivative Securities
A second attack on the efficacy of margin requirements comes from the availability of many non-debt
ways to achieve leverage. One simple alternative is the
development of stock index futures contracts in the
early 1980s, and the recent creation of forward contracts on individual stocks. These allow investors to
achieve leverage by enjoying the returns on stocks at a
price much less than the market price of the stocks; that
price is the performance margin required by the
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exchanges or the brokers. Slightly more sophisticated
product developments are exchange-traded stock and
stock index options. These allow investors to enjoy the
volatility of the underlying security while paying only
a fraction of the price, and they are formally equivalent
to a stock portfolio financed in part by margin loans.
The growth of derivative securities provides a reason to reject margin requirements as a tool to protect
investors from excessive leverage. But, once again, this
does not mean that initial margins are irrelevant to
market stability. Exchange-traded options are not eligible as collateral for margin loans, so the likelihood of
margin calls is lower if one holds options than if one
holds a debt-financed position in common stocks with
equivalent leverage.
Risk Management by Lenders
Technological advances in risk management methods allow broker-dealers to monitor financial positions
of their customers more closely, often in real time.
Brokers can use this information to set house margin
requirements for individual stocks and individual
clients. This ability to manage margin lending risks has
undoubtedly reduced the risk to which broker-dealers
are exposed, as well as the ability of customers to use
“too much” debt. To the extent that this reduces the
probability of pyramiding and depyramiding, the case
for an active margin requirement policy is weakened.
Noise Trading vs. Smart Money
Financial models that allow for systematic departures of asset prices from intrinsic values, such as
those implicit in the pyramiding/depyramiding
hypothesis, often segment investors into two groups.
The “noise traders” act on hunch and tend to run in
herds, pushing prices above equilibrium levels in rising markets, sending them below in falling markets.
The effects of noise trading on security prices depends
on the behavior of informed traders, who more accurately assess intrinsic values and who buy or sell
when prices are out of line. If informed traders react
quickly and have sufficient resources, they can fully
offset the effects of noise trading on prices by selling
when prices are above intrinsic values and buying
when prices are low.
Among the considerations in assessing the effect
of margin requirements is the question of which type
of trader is more affected. If high margin requirements
discourage noise traders and not informed traders, the
effect will be to reduce market volatility; if the reverse,
New England Economic Review
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volatility will be increased by high margin requirements. Unfortunately, there is only anecdotal information on who uses margin loans. Surveys of brokers
suggest that investors who rely heavily on margin
loans appear to be more active traders, and in recent

Surveys of brokers suggest that
investors who rely heavily on
margin loans appear to be more
active traders.
years margin loan usage was particularly high at brokerage houses catering to day traders, such as some of
the electronic brokers.
While this might suggest to some that margin
loans are a device for noise traders, and restriction of
margin loan use might reduce volatility, there is almost
no evidence to support that conclusion. A recent study
by Kofman and Moser (2001) is a rare exception.
Nonbinding Margin Requirements
An investor’s choices will be influenced by margin requirements only if the requirements are binding.
As the analysis in the previous section suggests, each
investor will choose his own margin level, that which
is consistent with the desired risk–return position. As
Luckett (1982) points out, and as shown in Figure 1
above, an investor whose desired margin exceeds the
Fed margin will not be affected by the Fed requirement; only those who would choose a lower margin
than the Fed requirement will be affected; these are
said to be “margin-constrained.” The efficacy of Fed
margin requirements depends upon how important
the margin-constrained investors are in the determination of asset prices. If their purchasing power is
exhausted because of limited wealth or optimism, they
will have little effect on stock prices.3
Kupiec and Sharpe (1991) present a model with
investor heterogeneity in which the young generation
buys stocks from the old generation. There are two
3
Margin-using investors are likely to be among the more optimistic about future returns. If their optimism makes them infra-marginal investors, they will have little or no effect on demand at the
margin. Changes in margin requirements will, in that case, have little, if any, effect on asset prices.
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types of investors: Risk-tolerant investors will pay a
higher price than risk-averse investors, and risk-tolerant investors are the most prone to being constrained
by initial margin requirements. In their formal model,
the effect of margin requirements on volatility
depends on the conditions under which margin
requirements are binding. This, in turn, depends on
the price elasticity of demand by risk-tolerant
investors, those upon whom margin requirements are
most likely to be binding. If demand by risk-tolerant
investors is inelastic, margin requirements will be
binding when prices are high, and margin requirements will reduce volatility because stock purchases
will be inhibited in a rising market. If demand is elastic, margin requirements will be binding when prices
are low, and volatility will be increased because stock
purchases will be inhibited in a falling market. The
important message is that margin requirements can
either increase or decrease stock price volatility, and
that the outcome depends upon the microstructure of
the demand for common stocks.
We know little about who are the margin-constrained investors and how their demands are correlated with stock prices. But the fact that margin debt
amounts to less than 2 percent of stock market capitalization suggests that most investors are not constrained, and it weakens the argument that margin
requirements are a useful tool for mitigating the pyramiding/depyramiding of stock prices.

II. Do Margin Requirements Matter?
The Evidence
The empirical literature on the implications of Fed
margin requirements for the markets for common
stocks and derivative instruments is extensive. In this
section we review some of the prominent studies. The
reader interested in broader reviews is referred to
Kupiec (1997) and Chance (1990).
Margin Eligibility Studies
The Federal Reserve Board’s margin regulations
set a minimum initial margin (Fed margin) that
applies to all margin-eligible equities. Exchanges like
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) or the National
Association of Securities Dealers (NASD), can establish higher initial margin requirements at their discretion. Stocks with initial margin requirements set by the
exchanges in excess of Federal Reserve regulations are
said to be subject to “special restrictions.” The first
New England Economic Review

time the NYSE set initial margin requirements above
Regulation T was the termination of margin eligibility
for Comsat stock on December 15, 1964. Following
eight months of 100 percent initial margin for Comsat,
the special margin requirement was reduced to 50 percent on August 15, 1965; the special restriction was terminated on November 12, 1965.4
Largay (1973) examined the behavior of prices of
109 stocks traded on the NYSE and the American Stock
Exchange that were placed under special margin
restrictions in the 1968–69 period. He compared the
price and trade volume of each of these stocks to the
price index and trade volume for the industry in
which they were placed by Standard & Poor’s. Largay
found that the price of a restricted stock tended to rise
sharply before the special restriction became effective,
then to flatten out or decline after the restriction was
imposed. He also found that volume tended to be high
before the restriction and to decline after the restriction. Finally, he reported no effect of removal from special restrictions. He concluded that withdrawing margin eligibility takes the heat out of the market for the
affected stocks, ending price run-ups and reducing
trading volume, and that when the eligibility is
restored the heat stays out of the stock. This early indication that margin eligibility affected both the prices
and trading volumes of affected stocks was confirmed
by Eckardt and Rogoff (1976), who found that the most
significant effect of the special restrictions was a price
decline immediately after imposition.
A second type of eligibility test involves over-thecounter (OTC) stocks. Until 1968 brokers could not
lend against OTC stocks but bank loans against OTC
collateral were unrestricted. The Over the Counter Act
of July 29, 1968, amended the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 to extend margin status to OTC stocks specifically selected by the Federal Reserve System; the legislation also placed bank loans on OTC stocks under the
Fed’s margin regulations. On July 8, 1969, the Federal
Reserve System revised Regulations T, U, and G to provide margin eligibility for OTC stocks. Since that time
the Fed has written specific criteria for OTC stock margin eligibility, and OTC stocks that satisfy those criteria
are placed on a List of Marginable OTC Securities. In 1982
the criteria were liberalized, and in 1984 eligibility was
extended to any stocks traded on NASDAQ’s National
Market System. Soon after, all NASDAQ-listed stocks
were made automatically eligible.
4
The NYSE actually imposed the Comsat restriction without
the authority of its bylaws. It legitimized this action, and established
authority for future special restrictions, when it modified its Rule
431 on October 28, 1965.
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Grube, Joy, and Howe (1987) examined abnormal
returns on stocks added to and deleted from the List
on several listing dates between 1973 and 1979. They
found no unusual behavior either in the eight weeks
before or the four weeks after listing, except that there
was a significantly positive return during the week
that a stock was added to the List. They also found no
unusual returns for the sample of stocks taken off the
list. A related study by Grube and Joy (1988) found
that the volatility of a stock declined before listing but
was not different after listing. This suggested that the
Fed’s listing criteria were successful in selecting stocks
that had declining variances.
Seguin (1990) analyzed additions to the List in the
1976–87 period to determine whether eligibility for
margin loans affected stock prices and trading volumes. He reported that inclusion on the List is accompanied by statistically and economically significant
effects: A newly listed firm’s stock price rises by about
2 percent, its return volatility falls by about 10 to 15
percent, and its trading volume rises by about 30 percent. These effects occur at the time of margin eligibility and last for the 200-day interval that he investigated. Seguin interpreted this as evidence that by reducing purchasing constraints, margin eligibility increases
liquidity and discourages the “noise trading” that
would otherwise increase volatility.
Seguin and Jarrell (1993) addressed the role of
margin calls in the October 1987 crash by comparing
returns and trading volumes on margin-eligible and
margin-ineligible stocks traded on the NASDAQ.
They performed an event analysis for the period
October 16 to October 28, 1987. Margin-eligible stocks
had higher trading volumes on each day in this period, consistent with the view that forced sales from
margin calls were operating to raise volume on margin
stocks, but also consistent with the widely held view
that margin stocks are simply more actively traded.
Seguin and Jarrell also found that margin-eligible
stocks fell less than margin-ineligible stocks over this
period. This is not consistent with the view that margin loans were a factor contributing to the crash, and it
is consistent with the view that margin loans provide
enhanced liquidity during periods of price decline.
Fed Margin Studies
Largay and West (1973) reported negligible effects
on the S&P 500 index in their analysis of “abnormal”
returns on the index for the 30 days before and after
margin requirement changes. Defining abnormal
returns as the cumulative residuals from a simple foreNew England Economic Review
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casting equation, they found that the S&P 500 rose
before margin increases and fell before margin
decreases, a result consistent with the view that the
Federal Reserve System changed Regulation T in
response to recent stock price movements. They found
no significant abnormal returns on the S&P 500 either
on the day a margin change was announced or during
the 30 days after a margin change.
An event study by Grube, Joy, and Panton (1979),
using a method similar to Largay and West (1973),
found an asymmetry in the responses of stock returns
and trading volume to changes in Regulation T’s margin requirements. Neither increases nor decreases in
Regulation T’s margin requirements had a statistically
significant effect on S&P 500 returns on the day of the
change or over the 20 days following the change.
However, margin increases significantly reduced trading volume, while margin decreases had no effect on
trading volume. They concluded that while margin
requirements might affect volume, the fundamental
value of the stock was not affected and any trading
that emerged subsequent to a margin change did not
affect stock prices.
A debate about margin lending, margin requirements, and stock price volatility was initiated in
Hardouvelis (1988) and continued in a series of
papers under his authorship. Hardouvelis argues
that the essential issue is how the demand function
for common stocks is affected by Fed margins. In particular, do Fed margins restrict the purchases of
destabilizing speculators, often called “noise
traders,” whose decisions are based on hunch, herd
instincts, or information not related to fundamentals?
If so, Fed margins will discourage the destabilizing
investors most, reducing the volatility of returns. If,
on the other hand, stabilizing investors are the most
sensitive to costs, one would expect Fed margins to
raise volatility.
Hardouvelis’s studies address two important
questions. First, what is the Fed’s “reaction function” for the initial margins required by Regulation
T? It is clear that these Fed margins are not set without reference to economic conditions, but just what
does the Fed look at when deciding how to set
Regulation T’s margin requirement? Second, and
more pertinent to the present study, what effect do
Fed margins have on the volatility of returns on
common stocks, and what implications should this
have for Fed margin policy?
With regard to the first question, Hardouvelis
(1988, 1990) finds that the Federal Reserve System sets
a higher margin requirement when stock prices are
10
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high relative to the average price in the past five years,
and when margin loans are high relative to NYSE market capitalization. In short, when setting margin
requirements, the Fed looks to signs both of high credit use to buy stocks and of potential stock price bubbles. He finds that essentially the same margin-setting

Hardouvelis (1988, 1990) finds that,
when setting margin requirements,
the Fed looks to signs both
of high credit use to buy stocks and
of potential stock price bubbles.
behavior is found in Japan (Hardouvelis and Peristiani
1989–90, 1992), where initial margins are set by the
exchanges rather than by the central bank. It is noteworthy that Hardouvelis finds no evidence that the
Fed margins are set with reference to volatility itself,
weakening criticisms that the causal connection (if
any) is from volatility to margin requirements rather
than the reverse.
The conclusion that Fed margins tend to rise in
“bull periods” and fall in “bear periods” is important,
because the historical record shows that stock return
volatility tends to be low in bull periods and high in
bear periods. Thus, the well-known negative correlation between Fed margins and volatility might be due
to a causal connection in which high margin requirements lead to lower volatility, or it might be the result
of factors unrelated to margin requirements creating a
spurious negative correlation between margin requirements and volatility. It is important to distinguish
between these two possibilities before concluding that
Regulation T is an effective instrument for stabilizing
stock prices.
With regard to the second question, Hardouvelis
(1988) finds that stock market volatility, measured by a
12-month moving standard deviation of S&P 500
returns, is inversely related to Regulation T’s margin
requirement. His regressions include several control
variables: the volatility of industrial production, the
volatility of interest rates, the average S&P 500 over
the previous year (relative to the average in the prior
five years), and lagged volatility. Lagged volatility is
used to control for the fact, noted above, that volatility
is countercyclical, higher in a falling market and lower
New England Economic Review

in a rising market. Without a control for this, the effect
of Fed margins cannot be separated from the effect of
past stock price changes themselves on volatility. He
finds that an increase in margin requirements by 10
percentage points (from, say, 40 percent to 50 percent)
is associated with a reduction in volatility by about
6 percent of its average level; this is a semi-elasticity
of 0.6.5
Hardouvelis (1990) is a more sophisticated version of his earlier paper. Recognizing that a moving
standard deviation of stock returns is a poor measure
of volatility, he develops a measure of volatility based
on the residuals from an autoregressive equation for
monthly stock returns.6 This does not have the statistical problems associated with a moving standard deviation. Using this new measure of volatility gives essentially the same result as in his first paper: When control
variables for macroeconomic and financial market factors are included, a 10-percentage-point difference in
margin requirements reduces excess volatility by
about 7 to 10 percent of its average level, a semi-elasticity of 0.7 to 1.0. The effect is slightly reduced when
lagged stock returns, the growth in margin debt, and
the volatility of industrial production are included.
Hardouvelis (1990) also addresses the link
between margin requirements and excess volatility,
defined as volatility arising from speculative bubbles
rather than fundamental relationships. The importance of this is that, as noted above, volatility is countercyclical while margin requirements are pro-cyclical.
In the absence of adequate controls for the state of the
stock price cycle, there is a danger of concluding that
margin requirements and volatility are inversely related through a causal link when the inverse relationship
should be attributed to a third factor—movements in
stock prices. The ability to isolate the effect of margin
requirements on excess volatility would allow judgments about the effect of margin requirements on
volatility caused by speculative activity. He concludes
that excess volatility does exist, that is, speculative
bubbles are a source of volatility. Furthermore, the
level of excess volatility is affected by margin require5
The semi-elasticity of volatility with respect to the margin
loan ratio is the percentage change in volatility associated with an
absolute (percentage point) change in the margin loan ratio. It is to be
distinguished from the more commonly used concept of elasticity,
which is the proportional (percentage) change in volatility associated with a proportional (percentage) change in the loan ratio.
6
If volatility is measured as a moving standard deviation, the
residuals in the equation will be autocorrelated and the estimates
will be biased toward statistical significance. Thus, the result that
margin requirements are statistically significant in shaping volatility could be a statistical illusion arising from the method of measuring volatility.
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ments: An increase (decrease) in margin requirements
reduces (increases) excess volatility.
Recognizing that the experience of other countries
might also shed light on the effects of margin requirements, Hardouvelis and Peristiani (1989–90, 1992) extend
the analysis to Japanese margin requirements. Stocks
traded on the Tokyo Stock Exchange are separated into
“First Section” stocks, eligible for margin, and “Second
Section” stocks, not eligible. Both initial and maintenance
margin requirements are set by the exchanges, not by the
central bank. Margin requirements can be met by either
cash or securities, with securities valued at a discount
from their market values. For example, if an initial margin of 60 percent is required, margin on a 1,000-yen purchase can be met by depositing 600 yen in cash or by
depositing a larger amount in securities. If the “loan
value” of securities is, say, 70 percent, the customer must
deposit securities worth 600/0.7 = 857 yen. The loan
value is higher for bonds than for stocks, and is 100 percent for cash. Thus, a change in margin requirements can
arise from a change either in the initial margin required
or in the loan values of securities. Margin requirement
changes have been much more frequent in Japan than in
the United States. This allows a better estimate of the
effects of margin changes than in the United States.
Hardouvelis and Peristiani (1992) apply an event
analysis to determine the effect of margin changes on
the returns of First Section stocks. They compute the
difference between the returns on the 24 trading days
after and before a margin change, and they regress this
on the difference between the average margin requirement 24 days after and before the margin change. The

Financial economists have not easily
accepted the conclusion that
margin requirements are an
effective instrument to affect
stock market volatility.
coefficient is negative and statistically significant, indicating that margin increases (decreases) are associated
with stock return decreases (increases). They also find
that, as in the United States, initial margin increases
(decreases) tend to occur after stock prices rise (fall).
Financial economists have not easily accepted
the conclusion that margin requirements are an effective instrument to affect stock market volatility.
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While many papers are critical of this result, we focus
on a few that have raised issues commonly discussed
in others. Hardouvelis (1989) and Hardouvelis
and Theodossiou (2002) respond to several of these
criticisms.
Kupiec (1989) argues that Hardouvelis’s 1988
analysis is flawed because it uses an inappropriate
sample period. Hardouvelis includes the early 1930s,
prior to the 1934 introduction of Regulation T. This
period had both high volatility and no Regulation T
margin requirements, so it would bias the results
toward a negative relationship between margin
requirements and volatility. This criticism, while valid,
neglects the fact that Hardouvelis also reported the
results using a sample period beginning with the
introduction of margin requirements in 1934. Those
results showed a smaller but still significant effect of
margin requirements on volatility.
Several critics have focused on Hardouvelis’s
measures of volatility. Kupiec (1989) argues that a
12-month moving standard deviation is a badly
flawed measure of volatility. It is backward looking
because it incorporates only current and past stock
returns. Thus, a negative relationship between margin
requirements and this measure of volatility indicates
that current margin requirements are associated with
past volatility, not necessarily with current or future
volatility. In addition, as noted above, the movingaverage representation introduces strong autocorrelations that adversely affect the statistical analysis, biasing the results toward statistical significance.
In his 1990 study Hardouvelis developed a monthly volatility measure that does not have the undesirable properties noted by Kupiec, based on the residuals
from an autoregressive equation for stock returns. This
volatility measure is not overlapping so problems associated with its autocorrelation are minimized.
However, Hsieh and Miller (1990) reject Hardouvelis’s
monthly volatility measure as “ill behaved” because it
fails to conform to accepted standards for a measure of
volatility. Using the moving standard deviation as a
measure of volatility, but attempting to correct the statistical problems by using first differences, they find no
effects of margin requirements. This criticism is
addressed in Hardouvelis and Theodossiou (2002),
who find that both volatility and margin requirements
are stationary in the levels and argue that first-differencing of the variables is inappropriate. They also
argue that when the first-differencing is done in an
appropriate way, the original results are confirmed.
Kupiec (1989) also points out that the focus on
volatility alone is too restrictive. It explicitly assumes
12
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that stock returns follow a normal distribution with a
constant mean return. However, stock returns are not
normally distributed and the mean return is not likely to be constant because expectations about returns
will depend on macroeconomic conditions, on financial factors such as interest rates and the leverage of
firms, and on the risk premium required by the market. Failure to account for a time-varying mean can
confuse volatility and mean-variation, muddying the
interpretation of the results. While Hardouvelis
(1990) addresses this concern, at least partially, by
deriving a measure of volatility that incorporates the
possibility that the mean return can change, Kupiec’s
criticism is valid.
To remedy this, Kupiec (1989) estimates a model
of stock returns that allows for changes in both volatility and the mean return. Formally called a GARCH-M
model, it allows the mean return to be linearly related
to volatility, a feature consistent with the Capital Asset
Pricing Model (CAPM), and it allows the volatility to
depend both on past shocks and on exogenous variables, such as initial margin requirements. Estimating
this model using monthly data from 1935 up to (but
not including) October of 1987, Kupiec finds that while
margin requirements have a negative relationship
with volatility, it is not statistically significant. Kupiec
also replicates Hardouvelis (1988) using different sample periods, concluding that the effect of margin
requirements disappears if the period before 1935 and
the last quarter of 1987 are excluded.
Salinger (1989) critiques the studies by
Hardouvelis, Schwert, and Hsieh and Miller, and proposes a unique test for the influence of margin loans, a
test that uses information on both margin requirements and margin loans. He argues that if margin
lending affects volatility, the Fed’s initial margin
requirements will affect volatility only when stock
prices are rising because they act to inhibit purchases;
in periods of declining prices the level of initial margin
requirements is irrelevant to the magnitude of the
decline. The amount of margin loans, on the other
hand, will affect volatility only when prices are falling,
because margin calls occur under those circumstances
and because margined investors are more likely to sell
in a downturn; the level of margin loans is irrelevant to
the magnitude of a price increase. He estimates a
regression explaining volatility and including, as
explanatory variables, margin requirements only in
months when stock prices are rising and margin loans
only when stock prices are falling. He finds that neither variable is statistically significant, leading him to
conclude that margin lending does not affect volatility.
New England Economic Review

An alternative interpretation is that the underlying
premise is invalid.7 Whatever the validity of Salinger’s
conclusion, his is one of the few studies that consider
the role of margin debt as well as margin requirements. We will pick up this theme later.
Hardouvelis and Theodossiou (2002) investigate
the question of whether margin requirements in the
United States have an asymmetric effect, different in
rising markets than in falling markets. Using a sophisticated method similar to the GARCH-M model in
Kupiec (1989), Hardouvelis and Theodossiou find that
margin requirements have different effects in bull and
bear markets. In particular, a rise in margin requirements during a bull period reduces volatility more
than in normal or bear periods, while a decrease in
margin requirements during a bear period decreases

Hardouvelis and Theodossiou’s
(2002) findings suggest that
an active margin policy should be
pro-cyclical, with Fed margins rising
when stock prices are rising and
declining when prices are falling.
volatility more than in other periods. This suggests
that an active margin requirement policy should be
pro-cyclical, with Fed margins rising when stock
prices are rising and declining when prices are falling.
This asymmetry has not received attention in other
research.
Kofman and Moser (2001) argue that the frequency of price reversals is an indicator of “noise trading”
because uninformed (“noise”) traders create overreactions in stock prices which are corrected by the entry of
informed traders. They examine the association
between Regulation T margin requirements and price
reversal frequency during the period 1902 to 1987.
They find that reversal frequency falls as the level of
7
Initial margin requirements do not affect purchases only; they
can also affect short sales, thereby reducing sales in bull periods and
fueling price increases. Also, when initial margin requirements are
high relative to maintenance margins, an extra equity cushion is
created that might make margin calls less probable when stock
prices decline, so margin requirements might also affect the size of
price declines.
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margin required increases, up to a 50-percent margin
requirement. There is no clear relationship as required
margins rise further. This study suggests that margin
requirements can curb the activities of traders who
might contribute to volatility. However, the study does
not directly assess the relationship between the players in the market and volatility, relying on an indirect
measure of destabilizing trading (price reversals). In
addition, all of the periods with Regulation T margin
requirements below 50 percent occurred prior to the
mid 1940s, leaving the question of whether the margin
requirement–price reversal association continued after
World War II.
Summary
The empirical evidence regarding the implications of Fed margin requirements for trading and pricing of common stocks is mixed, at best (see Box 1).
There appears to be a clear consensus that the volume
of trading is higher for margin-eligible stocks than for
margin-ineligible stocks, and trading volume is
inversely related with Fed margin requirements. Thus,
the use of margin debt appears to encourage trading.
However, on the crucial question of how margin
requirements affect stock prices or the volatility of
stock returns, there is much less agreement. While
margin eligibility studies indicate that allowing a stock
to be used as collateral for margin loans does increase
its price, and withdrawing eligibility does reduce its
price, there is a more mixed result on the effects of
changes in required margin ratios. It is clear that stock
prices tend to increase significantly before an increase
in Fed margin requirements, and that prices fall significantly before a reduction in margin requirements. This
is widely attributed to the Federal Reserve System’s
reaction function: The Fed looks at unusual volume
and returns, among other things, when it chooses to
change Regulation T’s margin ratios.
The statistical evidence shows no clear response
of stock returns to changes in Fed margin requirements. Some studies find a significant but brief effect
on volatility; others find a longer-lasting relationship
between margin loans and stock prices, volatility, and
trading volumes. Still other studies find that volatility
is either unaffected by margin requirements or that it
is positively correlated with margin requirements.
The most tenacious proponent of the view that
margin requirements can affect the volatility of common
stock prices is Gikas Hardouvelis. In a series of papers
from 1988 to the present, he has consistently found that
Fed margins and stock return volatility are inversely
New England Economic Review
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Box 1

Summary of Margin Requirement Studies a
Eligibility Studies

Data

Results

Largay
(1973)

Special Restrict.
Event Analysis

Type

1968–69

High returns in 20 days before special restriction,
normal returns for 29 days after special restriction imposed.

Eckardt-Rogoff
(1976)

Special Restrict.
Event Analysis

1967–69

High price increases before special restriction imposed,
immediate price decline upon special restriction, normal
returns after imposition.

Largay-West
(1973)

OTC List
Event Analysis

1933–69

Abnormal returns positive (negative) before Reg T increase
(decrease), no abnormal returns after change.

Grube-Joy-Howe
(1987)

OTC List
Event Analysis

1973–79

Jump in price during week of placement on List.
No unusual returns 8 weeks before to 4 weeks after; no effect
on or after removal from List.

Grube-Joy
(1988)

OTC List
Event Analysis

1973–79

Return volatility falls before stocks placed on List but
no significant changes after placed on List.

Seguin
(1990)

OTC List
Event Analysis

1977–87

Immediate rise when placed on List. Decline in volatility
for 200 days after listing; rise in trading volume after listing.

Seguin-Jarrell
(1993)

OTC List
Event Analysis

Oct.
1987

Grube-Joy-Panton
(1979)

Event Analysis

1937–74

Low returns before Reg T decrease, higher returns 25 days
after; no effect on trading volume. Not statistically significant.

Hardouvelis
(1988)

Regression

1935–87

Significant negative effect of Reg T on S&P 500 volatility.

Kupiec
(1989)

Regression

1935–87

GARCH-M finds S&P 500 return volatility negatively
related to Reg T but not statistically significant.

Salinger
(1989)

Regression

1934–87

Neither Fed margins nor margin loans are statistically
significant in explaining S&P 500 volatility.

Schwert
(1989)

Regression

Hardouvelis
(1990)

Regression

1935–87

Significant negative effect of Reg T on S&P 500 volatility.

Hsieh-Miller
(1990)

Regression

1936–74

No statistically significant changes in S&P 500 volatility for 25 days
after Reg T changes. No effect of Reg T changes on volatility.

Hardouvelis-Peristiani
(1989–90)

Event Analysis

1953–88

Japanese stock prices rise in 60 days after a margin
requirement decrease, fall after an increase. Prices rise
before an increase, but mixed movements before a decrease.

(1992)

Event Analysis

1961–88

Same results as above.

Kofman-Moser
(2001)

Regression

1902–87

Price reversals more frequent at low Reg T than high Reg T.
Concludes noise trading inhibited by higher Reg T.

Hardouvelis-Theodossiou
(2002)

Regression

1934–94

GARCH-M finds Reg T has different effects in bull and
bear markets; rise in Reg T reduces bull volatility and raises
bear volatility. Recommends procyclical active policy.

OTC stocks on List declined less than OTC stocks off list,
suggesting eligibility provides liquidity.

Fed Margin
Studies

a

No effect of change in Reg T on S&P 500 return volatility.

Titles in bold italics support a significant effect of margin eligibility or margin requirements.

associated, and he has argued that this relationship is
causal, that is, Fed margins induce changes in volatility.
However, Hardouvelis’s findings have been criticized
14
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as arising from flawed measures of volatility, from inappropriate sample periods, and from models that fail to
conform to the known facts about the distribution of
New England Economic Review

returns on common stocks. While
Hardouvelis has modified his
work to address these criticisms,
with no economically significant
change in results, he has failed to
satisfy the critics. The final results
on the volatility–margin nexus
are not yet in.

III. Modeling the
Distribution of Returns
on Common Stock

Table 1

Summary Statistics for Daily Stock Index Returns
January 3, 1972 to June 30, 2001
S&P 500
Trading Days
Mean Return
Std. Dev.
Fatness
Skewness
Kurtosis

Annual

7,452
.0333
.9913
.48 (.54)
–1.7863
42.6929

253
8.79
15.77
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Daily
7,452
.0395
1.1568
1.13 (.66)
–.4289
13.8464

Annual
253
10.51
18.40
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Note: All statistics are in percentages. “Fatness” is defined by the frequency of returns that are
three standard deviations or more below (above) the mean return. A normal distribution would
have “fatness” of 0.13 (0.13) percent; higher values indicate above-normal fatness. Annual data
are derived from daily data using 253 trading days per year.
Source: Author’s calculations.

Most studies of the margin
debt–stock price nexus have
made strong assumptions about
the distribution of returns on common stock, in particular, that the normal probability distribution describes
the distribution of returns.8 In addition, most studies
have assumed that the parameters of the distribution
other than the parameter of interest (typically volatility) have remained constant.
In this section we describe several facts about the
distribution of returns on common stocks. These are
generalizations which, though not true in all instances,
have such regularity that they should be incorporated
in any analysis of stock returns. Following this, we
describe a model of stock returns that is consistent
with the stylized facts. This “jump diffusion” model,
recently used in Fortune (1999), has been used with
success in a number of studies. Our approach is to
allow the parameters of this model to vary with margin lending and other stock market characteristics,
thereby allowing us to assess the link between margin
loans and stock returns in a context that satisfies the
properties summarized in the stylized facts.
Facts about U.S. Stock Returns
An understanding of the fundamental characteristics of returns on common stocks in the United States
is essential to the analysis. In this section we summarize the “stylized facts” of returns on common stocks.
Table 1, covering daily data from 1972 to 2001, provides the basic information.
Fact 1: Common stock prices tend to increase over time.
Between January 3, 1972, and June 30, 2001, the S&P
8
We follow the custom of measuring returns by the logarithm
of the ratio of the future price to the current price, or ln(St+1/St).
Financial theory typically assumes that this is normally distributed,
or, equivalently, that the ratio St+1/St is lognormally distributed.
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NASDAQ Composite

Daily

500 stock price index rose on 52.1 percent of the trading days; the NASDAQ rose on 56.6 percent of those
days. The bias toward growth is also shown in the
average rates of return on these indices: Average daily
returns (exclusive of dividends) were 0.0333 percent
and 0.0395 percent for the S&P 500 and NASDAQ
Composite, respectively. This is equivalent to annual
compounded returns (assuming 253 trading days per
year) of 8.79 and 10.51 percent.
Fact 2: Stock returns are highly variable. The standard deviation of returns, shown in the third row of
Table 1, is a conventional measure of the volatility of
stock returns. The volatility of the daily return on the
S&P 500 translates to an annual volatility of 15.77 percent. For the NASDAQ the annual volatility was 18.40
percent. That the index with higher volatility earns a
higher average return is, of course, consistent with
financial theory.
Fact 3: Stock returns have “fat tails.” Financial theory often assumes that stock returns conform to the normal distribution, the “bell-shaped curve.” This provides precise estimates of the probability that returns
will diverge from the average by any given amount.
For example, the normal distribution implies that on
only 0.13 percent of trading days (about one day in
three years) will returns be more than three standard
deviations below (or above) the average daily return.
But over the 7,452 days in our data, an S&P 500 return
more than three standard deviations below the mean
occurred on 0.48 percent of trading days; returns more
than three standard deviations above the mean
occurred on 0.54 percent of trading days. For the NASDAQ Composite the fatness in the tails is even greater,
with frequencies of 1.13 percent below (0.66 percent
above) as opposed to the normal 0.13 percent. In short,
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In short, common stock
indices show an upward trend,
high volatility, a tendency toward
a high frequency of large price
changes, and a special tendency
toward large price declines.
Furthermore, volatility and average returns are related over the
stock price cycle, with volatility
low in bull periods and high in
bear periods. Any analysis of
stock returns must recognize and
incorporate these facts.
The Simple Diffusion Model of
Stock Returns

large increases or decreases in stock prices are “unusually” likely, and investors should be aware that the
volatility of common stock returns does not fully
describe exposure to risk.
Fact 4: Large stock price declines are more likely than
equally large increases. In addition to the “fat tails” of
common stock returns, revealing above-normal chances
of large price changes, there is asymmetry in large stock
price changes. While the normal distribution is, by definition, symmetric and has zero skewness, returns on
both the S&P 500 and NASDAQ have negative skewness. Thus, large price declines are more likely to occur
than equally large price increases. This suggests that
there are some forces exacerbating price declines.
Fact 5: Volatility is higher in bear periods, lower in bull
periods. When stock prices are rising, volatility
declines; when prices are falling, volatility rises. Figure
2 shows the monthly mean return and volatility for the
NASDAQ since 1972. The mean return is the compound return derived from daily price index data; the
volatility is the standard deviation of daily returns
within each month. The inverse correlation between
returns and volatility, somewhat apparent to the eye, is
supported by a correlation coefficient of –0.27.
Essentially the same results hold for the S&P 500
Composite. As will be discussed later, this characteristic plays a role in analyzing the cyclical relationship
between margin lending, stock returns, and stock
market volatility.
16
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Any analysis of stock
returns rests upon a model of the
evolution over time of those
returns. The standard model of
stock returns is the simple diffusion model, which assumes continuous time (that is, time is not separated into discrete
intervals such as days or weeks). The rate of return at
any instant of time, called the “instantaneous rate of
return” is modeled as a constant, denoted by , plus a
random deviation having a zero mean and a constant
standard error, denoted as  and called the asset’s
instantaneous volatility. Formally, the simple diffusion
model states that
dS/S = dt + (dt)dz

(1)

where S is the asset’s price at instant t (including any
accumulated cash dividends), dt is the infinitesimally
small interval of time over which the stock’s return is
measured, dz is a random variable with a standard
normal distribution,9 and dS/S is the instantaneous
rate of return. The instantaneous return over the interval dt will be normally distributed with a mean of dt,
a variance of 2dt, and a volatility of dt.
While the theoretical model is defined in continuous time, the data we have available are measured in
discrete intervals of time. Returns over discrete intervals of time are typically measured by the logarithm of
the price relative over that interval. If S is the price at
9
A standard normal random variable is normally distributed
with a zero mean and unit standard error. Any normally distributed
random variable can be converted to a standard normal random
variable by deducting the mean and dividing the result by the standard error. Thus, if x is normally distributed with mean  and standard error , then (x-)/ is a standard normal variable.
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any point in time, and S(T) is the price T periods later,
then ln[(S(T)/S], called the “log price relative,” is the
logarithm of the future value per dollar of current
value. The average rate of return over T periods is the
log price relative divided by T.
The simple diffusion model implies the following
description of the log price relative over T periods:
2
2
ln[S(T)/S] = N[( – —)T,
T]
(1’)
2
2
2
where N[( – —)T,
T] denotes a normally distributed
2
random variable with mean ( – 1⁄22)T and variance
2T. That is, the log price relative will be a normally
distributed random variable with the stated mean and
variance, and the average return over T periods is normally distributed with mean ( – 1⁄22) and variance 2.
The simple diffusion model is the core model of
asset price dynamics in financial theory. But, as
noted above, it fails to incorporate a number of
known features of stock price behavior. If returns
were normally distributed, the distribution would
be symmetrical around the mean and the frequency
of large price increases would be the same as the
frequency of equally large price declines. However,
as noted above, stock returns tend to be skewed
downward, that is, below-normal returns are more
frequent than above-normal returns. This is particularly pronounced in the extreme tails of the distri-

A larger proportion of stock
returns is in the middle of the
distribution than is in the tails,
and the tails are “fat,” indicating
a higher-than-normal frequency
of big price changes.
bution: Large price declines, such as the October
1987 break, are more frequent than are equally large
price increases.
In addition, stock returns are leptokurtic, meaning that the distribution is excessively peaked in the
middle. A larger proportion of returns is in the middle
of the distribution than is in the tails, and the tails are
“fat,” indicating a higher-than-normal frequency of
big price changes.
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The Jump Diffusion Model
The jump diffusion model builds on the simple
diffusion model. The jump diffusion model postulates
that the instantaneous return is generated by a simple
diffusion model with an additional source of variability in returns. This source is the jump process, in which
a discrete number of shocks affect returns at any
instant. Each shock is assumed to be a normally distributed random variable with a fixed mean effect,
denoted by , and a fixed standard error, denoted by .
The model for returns is:
dS/S = dt + (dt)dz + dq,

(2)

where dz ~ N(0, 1)
dq = 0 with probability (1-dt)
= N(,2) with probability dt.
The random variable dq is a random jump, or
shock, which has a fixed probability dt of occurring in
a small time interval. Each jump has a random effect
that is normally distributed with mean  and variance
2. Over a discrete interval of time the number of jumps
that occur is a random variable, denoted as n, with possible values from zero (no shocks) to infinity. The variable n is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution, with
 being the mean number of jumps in a single interval.
The jump diffusion process leads to the following
description of the log price relative over one time period:
2 + n,(2 + n2)]. (2’)
ln(S(T)/S) = { eT(n)/n!}N[( – —)
2
n=0
Thus, the log price relative is a weighted sum
of normally distributed variables, each with mean
[ – 1⁄22 + n] and variance (2 + n2). The weights are
described by the Poisson probabilities attached to each
possible number of jumps. Note that if =0, there are
no shocks and the log price relative is described by the
simple diffusion model. Note also that if the number of
jumps, n, is fixed, then the log price relative is normally distributed, that is, the price relative is lognormal
and the simple diffusion model applies. The ability of
a jump diffusion model to describe a non-normal distribution derives entirely from the assumption that the
number of jumps is a random variable following a
Poisson process.
The jump diffusion model has five parameters: the
simple drift (), the simple volatility (), the mean jump
(), the standard deviation of the jump (), and the mean
number of jumps per period ().These five parameters
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can be estimated using the method of maximum likelihood. This simple extension of a diffusion process has
some rich implications. The most important is that the
distribution of stock returns will no longer be a normal
distribution. It can be shown that the moments for the
distribution of total return, ln(ST/S0), over one period
under a jump diffusion model are as follows:
Mean

(-1⁄22) + )

Standard Deviation
Skewness

(3)
[ + ( +  )]
2

2

2

1/2

[(2 + 32 )/[2 + (2 + 2)]3/2

Kurtosis [(34 + 62 2 +4)/[2 + (2 + 2)]2.
If  = 0, these parameters reduce to the simple diffusion model having zero skewness and zero kurtosis.
When there are shocks, that is, when  > 0, both skewness and kurtosis can exist. The direction of skewness in
stock returns depends solely on the mean effect of a
shock. In particular, when the mean shock is negative
( < 0), the distribution of stock returns will be skewed to
the left; when the mean shock is positive ( > 0), the distribution of stock returns will be skewed to the right.
Whenever shocks have a mean effect ( ≠ 0) or a variable
effect ( > 0), the distribution of total returns will be leptokurtic, that is, the distribution will exhibit an abovenormal frequency of returns around the mode. Thus, the
stylized facts above suggest that  > 0,  < 0, and  > 0.

IV. Margin Lending and Stock Returns
The empirical studies reviewed above typically
relate some aspect of stock price behavior (volatility,
mean return, price reversal frequency) to the Fed margin requirements under Regulation T. Those studies
were limited to the period during which Fed margin
requirements were actively used, from 1934 to 1974.
The present study takes a different approach. We focus
on more recent experience, from 1975 to 2001, during
which the general level of margin requirements set by
Regulation T did not change. Also, we examine the
relationship between stock returns and the level of
margin loans rather the level of margin requirements.
These focal shifts have several advantages. First, the
central question underlying the debate is the validity of
the pyramiding/depyramiding process. This is a question of whether margin debt itself is associated with
important aspects of stock prices. Fed margin requirements enter into the story only as a limit on margin lending (or, some argue, as a signal to the markets), but the
primary variable of interest is the level of margin loans.
18
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Second, previous studies have not resolved the
question of whether the effect of changes in margin
requirements (if any) is due to their impact on margin
lending or whether it is the result of “announcement
effects,” that is, of changes in the expectations of
investors resulting from changes in Federal Reserve
policy instruments. In this study signaling via Fed
margin changes can play no role, because margin
requirements are constant.
The jump diffusion model outlined above states
that the probability distribution of stock returns
(measured by log price relatives) is a mixed normalPoisson process with five parameters. While any or all
of these parameters might be affected by margin lending, we assume that the parameters of the simple diffusion portion of the model,  and , are constant
throughout the period of analysis. Margin-related factors enter through their effect on the parameters affecting the distribution of jumps. There are three such
parameters: the mean frequency of jumps (), the
mean size of each jump (), and the volatility, or standard deviation, of each jump (). Because the mean frequency is associated with the rate of arrival of new
information, a characteristic not clearly related to margin debt, we treat it as a constant. We choose to consider the margin-related variables as affecting the mean
jump and not the jump volatility. Therefore, we make
the mean jump size a linear function of variables that
might affect that parameter, including the outstanding
amount of margin loans.
We estimate the jump diffusion model using two
separate measures of stock returns, the S&P 500 and
the NASDAQ Composite. Our theoretical discussion
above showed that, in an efficient market, binding limits on margin loans would induce leverage-seeking
investors to hold riskier stock portfolios. Because the
NASDAQ Composite has greater volatility than the
S&P 500, we expect that the NASDAQ Composite
more closely reflects the index of stocks held by margin-constrained investors; therefore its parameters
should be more sensitive to margin lending.
The sample excludes the three months of the final
quarter of 1987. The case for including the 1987 break
is that it is one of the rare times when margin lending
might have made a difference (and, apparently, it does
for the S&P 500). The case for excluding it is that the
depth of break might have been associated with other
causes, such as extreme illiquidity and trading halts,
so attributing it to margin lending might be inappropriate. Including October–December 1987 has little
effect on the S&P 500 coefficients but strengthens the
margin loan coefficients for the NASDAQ.
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where the first equation describes the jump diffusion model
Table 2
of stock returns and the second is
Jump Diffusion Parameters
the statement of the determi2 + n,(2 + n2)]
ln(St /St–1) = { e()n/n!}N[( – —)
nants of the mean jump size.
2
n=0
These are the average stock
 = 0 + 1R3t-1 + 2(M/S)t-1 + 3BULL3t-1 + 4[(M/S)*BULL3]t-1
return in the past three months
+ 5BEAR3t-1 + 6[(M/S)*BEAR3]t-1
(R3), the ratio of outstanding
S&P 500
NASDAQ
margin loans to stock market
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
capitalization (M/S), and dummy
Model
(t-stat)
(t-stat)
(t-stat)
(t-stat)
(t-stat)
(t-stat)
variables for “Bull” and “Bear”
Parameters
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
runs (BULL3 and BEAR3). A bull
1.094
1.159
1.186
3.034
2.752
2.735

(bear) run is a rise (decline) in
(22.02)
(22.95)
(23.55)
(70.22)
(59.64)
(59.30)
stock prices in all of the latest
2.433
2.667
2.663
2.497
2.766
2.799

three months. An interaction
(37.38)
(34.24)
(33.50)
(48.23)
(40.97)
(39.55)
between margin loans and bull
2.084
2.071
2.073
.891
.492
.475

or bear runs is introduced to
(43.15)
(41.16)
(41.08)
(18.62)
(10.58)
(10.51)
see if the effect of margin loans is
2.229
2.192
2.191
3.678
3.534
3.507

different in rising than in falling
(49.21)
(45.54)
(44.67)
(84.66)
(75.30)
(74.64)
markets.
–.076
.057
.116
–.718
–.001
.280
0
The estimated values and
(–1.61)
(1.16)
(2.37)
(–14.12)
(–.01)
(4.33)
associated
t-statistics for each
–.053
–.060
–.010
–.015
1
model
parameter
are reported in
(–2.07)
(–2.31)
(.38)
(–.59)
the
upper
panel
of
Table 2. The
–.092
–.142
–.486
–.691
2
lower
panel
reports
“implied
(–1.95)
(–2.99)
(–8.81) (–11.40)
statistics”
that
measure
the
.321
.306
.417
–.043
3
descriptive
characteristics
of
the
(7.11)
(6.72)
(9.85)
(–.78)
distribution
of
returns.
These
are
.061
.409
4
calculated
using
the
formulas
(1.42)
(8.77)
given in (3) above. We first esti-.086
–.064
–.102
.140
5
mate a basic model in which all
(-1.69)
(–1.26)
(–2.09)
(2.51)
parameters are constants and no
–.078
–.245
6
margin-related variables are
(–1.57)
(–4.45)
introduced (see columns [1] and
Implied
[4]). The main result is that, as
Statistics
expected, there is a difference
Mean Return
.909
.971
.978
1.240
1.287
1.303
between the S&P 500 and the
Volatility
4.055
4.137
4.135
5.988
5.965
5.949
NASDAQ Composite. For the
Skewness
–.041
–.038
–.042
–.343
–.261
–.253
S&P 500 the simple volatility, ,
Kurtosis
.668
.632
.632
1.148
1.069
1.058
and the jump volatility, , have
Mean of Theta
–.076
–.071
–.078
–.718
–.530
–.512
roughly the same magnitudes.
Variables are: R3, Three-month return, percent at monthly rate; (M/S), Ratio of margin debt to
market capitalization, percent; Bull3, Dummy = 1 if lagged return is positive in each of last three
For the NASDAQ Composite the
months, 0 otherwise. Bear3, Dummy = 1 if lagged return is negative in each of last three months,
0 otherwise. Sample period is January 1975 through June 2001, excluding Oct–Dec 1987.
jump diffusion volatility is much
greater than the simple diffusion
volatility. The mean frequency of
The model we estimate is
jumps, , is about the same for both indices. This
means that the NASDAQ and the S&P 500 experience
2


n
2
2
the same rate of arrival of jumps but the NASDAQ is
ln(St /St–1) = { e () /n!}N[( – —) + n, + n ]
(4)
2
n=0
more subject to jump volatility than to ordinary
volatility. Furthermore, while the mean jump, , is neg = 0 + 1R3t-1 + 2(M/S)t-1 + 3BULL3t-1 + 4[(M/S)*BULL3]t-1
ative for both index returns, it is far more negative
+ 5BEAR3t-1 + 6[(M/S)*BEAR3]t-1
(and has a far greater t-statistic) for the NASDAQ. This
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means that the NASDAQ is more severely affected by
negative shocks than is the S&P 500, and that the
NASDAQ’s returns should be more negatively
skewed. Thus, the NASDAQ is a particularly jumpprone stock portfolio.
Columns [2] and [5] allow the mean jump to vary
with two variables: the average rate of return over the
previous three months, denoted as R3t-1, and the ratio
of outstanding margin loans to the NYSE market capitalization at the end of the previous month, denoted as
(M/S)t-1.10 The two are introduced together because of
the well-known cyclical nature of volatility: Volatility
is lower when prices rise and higher when prices fall.
By controlling for past returns we can interpret the
coefficient on the margin loan ratio as the effect of
margin loans under normal market conditions. For
both indices the coefficient on the margin ratio, 2, is
negative and statistically significant, but it is more
negative and more significant for the NASDAQ. This
suggests that during our sample period margin loans
were associated with negative shocks, particularly in
the NASDAQ. Note that the mean frequency of shocks
is about the same for both indices; the effect of margin
lending is, therefore, in the average size of shocks, not
in the frequency.
Columns [3] and [6] add the two additional variables intended to capture information on the recent
history of returns. BULL3t-1 and BEAR3 t-1 are dummy
variables with the value 1 if the returns have been
positive or negative, respectively, in each of the previous three months, zero otherwise. If these dummy
variables are significant, past runs of price changes
affect current returns, a rejection of the random walk
hypothesis. We also interact these dummy variables
with the margin ratio. The interaction variables
reflect the finding by Hardouvelis and Theodossiou
(2002) that the effect of Fed margin requirements is different in rising markets than in falling markets. Thus,
the value of  will be 0 + 1R3 + 2(M/S) under normal conditions, 0 + 1R3 + 3 + (2+ 4)(M/S) if a bull
run, and, under a bear run, 0 + 1R3 + 5 + (2+
6)(M/S).
The margin loan ratio is statistically significant in
normal, bear run, and bull run conditions. Table 3
summarizes the implied values of the mean jump in
each regime. The top panel reports the value of  evaluated at the means of R3 and (M/S). This is done for
10
Stock market capitalization is typically measured by the market values of the NYSE and the NASDAQ. However, the NASDAQ
was not formed until 1971 and market capitalization is not available
on a monthly basis until August 1983. Thus, the NYSE market capitalization is the measure of market value used in this study.
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Table 3

Effect of Margin Loans on Jump Size ()
Market
Conditions

Definitions

S&P500 NASDAQ

Value of Theta a
Normal
Bull Run
Bear Run

0 + 1R3 + 2(M/S)
0 + 1R3 + 3 + (2+4)(M/S)
0 + 1R3 + 5 + (2+6)(M/S)

–.146
.237
–.309

–.624
–.147
–.795

–.142
–.081
–.220

–.691
–.282
–.936

Effect of Change
In (M/S)
Normal
Bull Run
Bear Run

2
2 + 4
2 + 6

a

Evaluated at the means of R3 and (M/S). See Table 2 for definitions
of these variables.
Source: Table 2, columns [3] and [6]. Normal conditions are neither a
bull nor a bear run in the last three months. A bull (bear) run is a price
rise (fall) in each of the three previous months.

normal markets, for bear runs and for bull runs. For
the S&P 500 the mean jump is –0.146 in normal conditions, +0.237 after bull runs, and –0.309 after bear runs.
For the NASDAQ the normal jumps are –0.624, the
bull run jumps are –0.147, and the bear run jumps are
–0.795. Thus, while jumps normally reduce returns,
the negative effect is weaker after bull periods and
greater after bear periods. This means that there is persistence in stock returns: Past runs tend to continue in
the present. The effect is more pronounced in the OTC
market than in the general market.
The bottom panel of Table 3 focuses on the effect
of the level of margin loans on the mean jump size. A
higher level of margin loans tends to soften the negative effect of jumps after a bull run and to strengthen
the jump effect after a bear run. This is precisely what
the pyramiding/depyramiding hypothesis predicts:
Margin loans tend to push stock prices up (or soften
any fall) in bull periods and to push stock prices down
in bear periods. This is consistent with the countercyclical character of volatility: In a bear market volatility is higher because the mean jump is more negative;
in a bull market volatility is lower because the mean
jump is less negative.
In Figure 3 we show the time path of theta
implied by the estimates in columns [3] and [6] of
Table 2. For the S&P 500 the value of theta is typically
negative but sometimes positive. For the NASDAQ
Composite the value is always negative, often quite so.
In March of 2000 the NASDAQ’s mean jump value
reached a low of –1.5 percent per month. This reflected
New England Economic Review

a particularly bad shock attributed to the historically
high margin loans outstanding in that month.
Economic Significance
We conclude that margin loans are statistically
significant determinants of the size of the mean jumps
in stock returns, with a greater effect on the volatile
NASDAQ than on the S&P 500. But statistical significance is only a necessary condition for an active margin policy. An active margin policy requires evidence
that any reasonable variation in margin lending will
have an economically significant effect. In order to
pursue the question of economic significance we have
calculated the volatility implied by the results reported in Table 2 for each month in the sample period. The
means and extremes of the implied volatility11 are
reported in Table 4. For the S&P 500 there is almost no
variation in volatility attributable to the existence of
bull or bear runs or to the amount of margin loans; the
range of volatility (maximum less minimum) is only
4.6 percent of the mean volatility. But for the NASDAQ
Composite there is a bit more evidence of economic
significance. The range of NASDAQ volatility is about
10 percent of the mean; the highest volatility is about 8
11
“Implied volatility” is the volatility implied by the estimates
of Table 2, columns [3] and [6], using the volatility definition in (3). It
is not to be confused with the implied volatility derived from option
pricing.
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percent greater than the average
volatility. This occurs in March
of 2000 and is attributed to high
margin loans. Thus, while
volatility is sensitive to margin
loans, especially for the NASDAQ, the range of variation is
relatively small for both indices.
Figure 4 shows the relative
implied volatilities for the S&P
500 and the NASDAQ. These are
defined as the ratio of the
monthly implied volatility, evaluated at each month’s predicted
theta, divided by the mean
implied volatility for the entire
period. It is clear that, with the
exception of the months just
after the 1987 crash, the S&P
500’s volatility is virtually unaffected by movements in the margin
ratio.
However,
the
NASDAQ’s relative implied
volatility is much more variable. While the volatility
stays within a narrow range of about 2 percent of its
mean until early 2000, it jumps to a very high level in
early 2000, when margin loans reached a historic high,
and only in the late spring did the relative implied
volatility return to normal levels.
Another view of economic significance is the sensitivity of the implied volatility to margin loans. The
right-hand panel of Table 4 reports the mean, maximum, and minimum of the semi-elasticity of volatility
with respect to the margin loan ratio. This measures
the percentage change in volatility resulting from a

Table 4

Effect of Margin Loans on Implied Volatility
Implied
Volatility
Mean
Maximum
Minimum

Semi-Elasticity

S&P 500

NASDAQ

S&P 500

NASDAQ

4.14%
4.32%
4.13%

5.96%
6.42%
5.89%

.17
1.06
–1.56

2.64
7.20
.12

Source: Author’s calculations from Table 2, columns [3] and [6],
volatility definition (3), and time series data described in the text.
Implied volatility is measured at monthly rates. The volatility semielasticity is defined as 100*(∂v/v∂m), where m is the margin ratio and
v is the implied volatility; it is the proportional change in volatility
resulting from an absolute (percentage point) change in the margin
ratio. The values of volatility and the volatility elasticity are calculated
at each data point.
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od of margin lending importance is the spring of 2000,
when the margin ratio reached
the highest level since 1975.
Other important periods are
1984 and 1986 through the summer of 1987. The latter is, of
course, the period prior to the
1987 Crash.
Our results are consistent
with the pyramiding/depyramiding hypothesis. An increased level of margin lending, relative to stock market
capitalization, tends to raise the
peaks and deepen the troughs.
This is especially pronounced
in those stocks that, theory suggests, are most likely to have
high volatility and to be actively traded by margin creditors.

1-percentage-point change in the loan ratio. For example, if a rise in the loan ratio from 1 to 1.1 percent (a 0.1
percentage-point increase) leads to a rise in volatility
from 6 to 6.3 percent (a 5 percent increase), the semielasticity would be 50.
The mean semi-elasticities are 0.17 and 2.64 for
the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ, respectively. An
increase in the margin ratio from 1.25 to 1.50 percent
is equivalent to a one-standard-deviation increase
from the historical mean. At the mean semi-elasticity this would increase the S&P 500’s volatility by
only 0.04 percent and the NASDAQ’s volatility by
only 0.66 percent. The maximum semi-elasticities, of
course, indicate more economic significance: The
same margin ratio increase will raise the NASDAQ’s
volatility by 1.8 percent. A rise in the margin ratio
from its average of 1.27 percent to its maximum of
2.32 percent (an increase of 1.05 percentage points)
will raise the NASDAQ’s volatility by 2.77 percent
at the mean and by 7.56 percent at the maximum
semi-elasticity.
Thus, the economic significance of margin lending is de minimis at the means of the data, especially
for the S&P 500. However, upon occasion the margin
ratio does have an effect on the NASDAQ
Composite’s stock return volatility that appears to be
important. These occasions are associated with a
high level of margin lending and a run in stock
returns, either bear or bull. The most prominent peri22
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V. Summary and Conclusions
The potential for margin lending to exacerbate
the amplitude of cycles in stock prices has received
considerable attention in the years since the Crash of
1929. While there have been many empirical studies
of the association between margin loans or margin
requirements and the volatility of stock returns,
there has been no definitive answer. In spite of this,
the consensus among financial economists is that
margin requirements play little, if any, role in shaping the probability distribution of stock price
changes. This has been a significant factor in the
Federal Reserve System’s decision to abstain from an
active margin policy.
In the first section of this paper we address the
implications of economic theory for the role of margin
requirements. Here we show that even in an efficient
market, without bubbles, margin requirements will
induce leverage-seeking investors to choose stock
portfolios with higher volatility. Thus, margin requirements should have their primary effects on a subset of
high-volatility stocks, like those traded on the NASDAQ, with smaller effects on the broader market as,
perhaps, represented by the Standard & Poor’s 500
index. To address this we analyze returns on both of
those indices in our analysis.
In the first section we also discuss a number of
reasons why margin lending might not have a signifiNew England Economic Review

cant effect on security prices. Different forms of
investor debt might be close substitutes: Investors constrained by margin requirements might turn to the
home equity loan market for funds to purchase stocks.
Investor debt and corporate debt might also be close
substitutes: Shareholders prevented from issuing the
margin debt they choose might issue debt through
their corporations, thereby changing the form of debt
but not the amount. Margin requirements might not be
binding on a sufficient number of investors, having little noticeable impact on the demand for common
stocks. And economic theory suggests that if margin
requirements are binding, the direction of effect on
volatility depends on the microeconomic structure of
demand for common stocks, about which we know
very little.
The second section reviews many of the key
empirical studies of the link between margin requirements and stock prices. There are two basic types of
studies. Margin eligibility studies focus on a comparison of individual stocks that are eligible for margin status with those that are not. Upon occasion the New
York Stock Exchange has used its authority to place a
high-volatility stock on “special restriction,” suspending its margin eligibility. This has typically occurred
after major price increases, and the unusual price
increases ended after the stock was placed on special
restriction. Other such studies have focused on the
price movements of OTC stocks that have been placed
on, or removed from, the Federal Reserve Board’s List
of OTC Margin Stocks, a list of OTC stocks eligible for
margin. These studies typically report no unusual
behavior before or after listing except for a quick and
permanent price increase after listing and, perhaps, a
tendency for volatility to decline after a stock becomes
eligible for margin.
Margin requirement studies address the connection
between the Federal Reserve System’s margin requirements and stock prices or stock return volatility. These
studies typically involve a regression analysis explaining the volatility of the S&P 500’s return. Several studies
by Gikas Hardouvelis find that high required margin
tends to reduce volatility and that low margin requirements tend to increase volatility. The effects are both statistically and economically significant; in his seminal
1988 paper he found that a 10-percentage-point increase
in the Regulation T margin requirement (say, from 50 to
60 percent) reduced the S&P 500’s return volatility by 5.6
percent of its mean level, a semi-elasticity of 0.56; the
semi-elasticity for small stocks was slightly higher, about
0.65. Hardouvelis’s results have been sharply criticized
in a number of studies as arising from inappropriate
Issue Number 4 – 2001

sample periods or poorly designed methods, but in a
recent paper he addresses these criticisms and confirms
his earlier conclusions. Of the 11 studies of Fed margin
requirements we review, only those by Hardouvelis and
a paper by Kofman and Moser (2001) found a statistically significant association between Regulation T’s margin
requirements and volatility.

The literature does provide some
evidence that margin requirements
affect stock price performance,
but the evidence is mixed and it is
not clear that the statistical
significance found translates to
an economically significant case for
an active margin policy.

Thus, the literature does provide some evidence
that margin requirements affect stock price performance, but the evidence is mixed and it is not clear that
the statistical significance found in many of the studies
translates to an economically significant case for an
active margin policy.
The third section of this study revisits the questions raised by volatility studies using a recent sample
period and a different econometric model. Among the
limitations of the earlier studies is that they focus on
margin requirements rather than on margin lending.
This has two disadvantages. First, it forces the use of
data prior to 1974, the last year in which there was a
margin requirement change. As a result, data from the
last 26 years is typically ignored. Second, it potentially
confuses two possible routes by which margin requirements might affect stock prices, the direct route via
restriction of investor opportunities and the indirect
route via investor expectations. The latter is often subsumed under the rubric of “announcement effects.”
Thus, margin requirements might do nothing to affect
prices by changing the risk–reward opportunities
available to investors, but they might signal a change
in Federal Reserve policy or a Federal Reserve System
judgment about the fragility of the market, thereby
changing expectations. Because our study uses data
from 1975 to 2001, during which there were no margin
New England Economic Review
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requirement changes, it screens out any potential
announcement effects.
The econometric approach taken in this study is to
directly estimate the parameters of the probability distribution of returns on common stock prices. We do this
by using a jump diffusion model of stock returns, allowing a key parameter to vary with past stock market conditions and with the level of margin loans. This parameter—the average size of jumps in stock returns—is
affected by the lagged level of margin loans (relative to
NYSE capitalization) as well as by the recent performance of stock returns. We find that lagged margin loans
are a statistically significant indicator of both the mean
jump size and the volatility of returns. While the effect is
weak for the S&P 500 index, it is particularly strong for
returns on the NASDAQ Composite; we find that the
semi-elasticity of margin loans with respect to volatility
for the NASDAQ is about 2.5 at the mean and that the
maximum semi-elasticity is about 7.5.
Our results indicate that the effect of margin
loans on the mean jump size is typically negative, but
that it is more negative following a bear period and
less negative following a bull period. This means that
a higher level of margin debt tends to raise returns in a
bull market and induce greater declines in a bear market. In short, margin loans seem to aggravate the magnitude of stock price changes in either direction. This
is consistent with the pyramiding/depyramiding
hypothesis that underlies the popular view of the
effect of margin loans.
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But while margin lending does play a statistically
significant role, it is of negligible economic significance for the S&P 500; during our sample period, the
volatility of the S&P 500 deviated by less than 1 percent from its mean level. Economic significance for the
NASDAQ Composite is greater, with volatility ranging between 1 percent below normal and 2 percent
above normal, with the exception of 2000 when volatility peaked at about 6 percent above its normal level as
a result of a surge in margin loans.

Despite the statistical significance
of margin loans to both mean stock
returns and their volatility, the
economic significance is so low that
this study is not able to support
a return to the active margin policy
of the 1934–74 period.
But despite the statistical significance of margin
loans to both mean stock returns and their volatility,
the economic significance is so low that this study is
not able to support a return to the active margin policy
of the 1934–74 period.
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